The case for action

One of the most pressing challenges to health systems globally, and in the World Health Organization (WHO) Eastern Mediterranean Region in particular, is that of effectively reducing the prevalence of mental disorders and the related disability and mortality.

Mental disorders are common and disabling. At any given time, about 1 person in every 10 is suffering from a mental disorder, and about 1 in 4 families has a member with a mental disorder (1). Rates of mental disorder are even greater where there are complex emergencies, such as are being faced by many countries in the Eastern Mediterranean Region. Globally, mental, neurological and substance-use disorders account for 22.9% of non-fatal disease burden (measured as years lived with disability) and 7.4% of the global burden of disease (measured as disability adjusted life years, a metric which encompasses years lived with disability as well as early death) (2).

Rates of suicide have increased by 60% over the past 45 years (3). Globally, 800 000 people die by suicide each year, making it the tenth leading cause of death, and one of the 3 leading causes of death among people aged 15–44 years (4). Suicide is expected to account for more than 2% of the global burden of disease by 2020 (5).
The costs of mental disorders are already huge, and are expected to grow year-by-year. In 2010, the global costs of mental disorders were estimated at US$ 2.5 trillion (6). Over the next 20 years the cumulative global impact of mental disorders in terms of lost economic output will amount to US$ 16 trillion. It is estimated that the cost of mental disorders in high-income countries, in terms of expenditures incurred and loss of productivity, equates to about 4% of gross national product (7), and it is predicted that the costs of mental disorders will more than double by 2030, affecting low- and middle-income countries as well as high-income countries.

Effective pharmacological and psychosocial treatments are available for depression, schizophrenia, epilepsy and alcohol and substance abuse, and these treatments can be successfully applied in low-income countries (1,8). Nevertheless, the vast majority of people with a mental disorder do not receive treatment. The treatment gap between people who require care but do not receive treatment has been estimated to be more than 90% in the Eastern Mediterranean Region (9). The reason for this unacceptable gap is that mental disorders and services for those affected have been neglected in many countries worldwide (2). Until recently, mental health has not featured on the political agenda. Mental health policies and legislation have been either absent or outdated, and pay scant regard to the human rights of people with mental disorders.

Inadequate resources have been devoted to mental health: countries in the Eastern Mediterranean Region typically spend 2% of their health budget on mental health (10), which compares with the 5–10% required to match contemporary comprehensive health care systems. The median spend of US$ 0.15 per person on mental health is well short of the US$ 3–4 needed for a selective package of cost–effective mental health interventions in low-income countries and up to US$ 7–9 in middle-income countries (11). Furthermore, centralized and institutionalized care consumes a disproportionate amount of mental health expenditure. Evidence-based action can ensure that the limited resources available to mental health care are used cost-effectively.

The high prevalence, considerable disability and growing costs of mental disorders, taken together with the huge treatment gap despite the availability of cost-effective treatments, form a compelling case to reassess provision for mental health care. The WHO has taken up this challenge with the Comprehensive Mental Health Action Plan 2013–2020, which was adopted at the 66th World Health Assembly (12). This action plan sets out a new vision and goal for mental health: “A world in which mental health is valued, promoted and protected, mental disorders are prevented and persons affected by these disorders are able to exercise the full range of human rights and to access high quality, culturally-appropriate health and social care in a timely way to promote recovery, all in order to attain the highest possible level of health and
participate fully in society and at work free from stigmatization and discrimination.”

This is to be articulated through 4 objectives and 6 measurable global targets to be achieved by 2020. The 4 objectives are:

- to strengthen effective leadership and governance for mental health;
- to provide comprehensive, integrated and responsive mental health and social care services in community-based settings;
- to implement strategies for promotion and prevention in mental health;
- to strengthen information systems, evidence and research for mental health.

The Eastern Mediterranean regional framework for implementation of the Comprehensive Mental Health Action Plan 2013–2020 operationalizes these 4 objectives, and translates them into concrete measurable activities with a set of intermediate indicators that can be used to monitor progress towards the targets for 2020. This theme issue on mental health contains papers on the components of the framework that concisely review the best available evidence and practices and identify the “best buys” for the Eastern Mediterranean Region to address priority mental health needs. These are reinforced with a set of resources and WHO tools to support countries planning and implementing national mental health action plans. Within the countries of the Region, there are examples of outstanding models of mental health provision that have been developed in local areas, some of which are referenced in the papers published in this issue.

**Situation analysis in countries of the Region (13)**

All 22 countries in the Eastern Mediterranean Region have submitted data in response to the questionnaire for the forthcoming Mental health atlas 2014, which collects a set of core mental health indicators to monitor progress in relation to the targets in the Comprehensive Mental Health Action Plan 2013–2020. Preliminary analysis of the Atlas suggests that some countries have started to address policy development and legislation, but there remain significant
shortfalls in many areas, as detailed below.

Mental health policy and legislation: Most countries report that they have a mental health policy (82%) and mental health legislation (77%), but only one-third are fully compliant with international human rights instruments. Mental health legislation in 23% of countries was enacted more than 10 years ago.

Service user empowerment and participation: Around 23% of countries have a formal published policy on the participation of service users and carers. In most countries service-user involvement is absent during the formulation and implementation of mental health policies, plans, legislation and services.

Investment in mental health: The government is the main provider of funds for care and treatment of severe mental disorders in 77% of countries. However, few countries were able to submit data to the Mental health atlas project on annual mental health expenditure by the government. This may indicate that budgets are not specifically allocated and ring-fenced for mental health.

Human resources: The size of the mental health workforce varies greatly across the Region. Among the countries that submitted relevant data, about a quarter have more than 20 mental health staff per 100 000 population, two-thirds have 5–19 staff per 100 000 population, and 1 country has less than 1 staff member per 100 000 population.

Integration of mental health in primary health care: The extent of mental health training for primary care doctors and nurses varies greatly between countries. A median of 29% of primary care doctors and 5% of primary care nurses have received at least 2 days of mental health training in the past 2 years.

Mental hospitals: In about one-third of countries, more than 85% of the mental health workforce is deployed to work in mental hospitals. Across the Region, a median of 74% of admissions were involuntary. Over one-third of reporting countries indicated that one-third or more of mental hospital patients had stays greater than 5 years.
Promotion and prevention: Around 27% of countries have no mental health promotion and prevention programmes, and a further 27% have only 1–3 such programmes.

Suicide prevention: Only 18% of countries have a national suicide prevention strategy, and only 23% were able to report data on numbers of suicides. The annual rate of suicide ranges between 4 and 44 per 1 000 000 population.

Information systems: Almost half the countries have not published a specific mental health information report in the past 2 years although 14% have published reports on both the public and private sector. The difficulty in providing information for the Mental Health Atlas 2014 questionnaire, particularly on expenditure, professionals working in different settings, service coverage and suicide, suggests that many countries are managing with very rudimentary information systems.

**Effective leadership and governance for mental health**

Planning and implementation for the transformation of mental health care will need robust and committed leadership and governance from national governments (ministries of health) working with other public sector entities and other partners, in both the private sector and civil society, to implement the plan. Without effective leadership and governance, any attempt for national reform of mental health care will falter. This requires a dedicated mental health unit/department within the health ministry, and countries may consider appointing an individual director of the mental health unit/department responsible for overseeing the development and governance of policy, plans and legislation.

Government commitment to improving mental health can also establish national values for mental health care by adopting and promulgating the cross-cutting principles of the Comprehensive Mental Health Action Plan 2013–2020 in the governance framework. Having a wide representation in governance structures, including service users and families as well as a range of other stakeholders, is a means of ensuring that the principles of equitable universal health coverage; respect for human rights; culturally-sensitive evidence-based practice; addressing the whole life course; a coordinated and comprehensive multisectoral approach; and the empowerment and involvement of people with mental disorders and psychosocial disabilities are woven into the way that leadership and governance procedures are established and managed.

The key leadership and governance responsibilities are in the development and oversight of the
implementation of mental health policies and plans, mental health legislation and finances. These form the supporting framework in which mental health services will be delivered. It is crucial that they complement and support each other; for example, mental health laws should codify the fundamental principles, values, aims and objectives of mental health policies and plans, and budgets need to be allocated to achieve the targets of the national mental health plan.

**Mental health policy and strategic plan**

A mental health policy expresses the national vision for mental health and articulates the key objectives and areas for action to achieve that vision. In the associated action plan these are translated into concrete actions, time frames, targets and indicators for measuring progress and outcomes. Some countries have a dedicated mental health policy and plan, while in others mental health is incorporated in general health, disability, or other related policies and plans. The important elements that need to be included in a mental health policy and plan are summarized in a separate paper in this theme issue (14).

**Key strategic interventions for mental health policy and strategic plan**

Establish/update a multisectoral national policy/strategic action plan for mental health in line with international/regional human rights instruments.

Establish a common governance structure, as appropriate to the national context, to facilitate and monitor implementation of the multisectoral national policy/strategic action plan.

**Mental health legislation**

Modern mental health legislation is important to establish and enforce the basic requirements for human rights protection, quality of care and service development. National legislation must also conform to legal obligations agreed in international human rights treaties such as the United Nations Convention on the rights of persons with disabilities (15). Mental health legislation may stand alone as a single, consolidated mental health law or it may be fully or partially integrated into other relevant legislation. In a separate paper in this theme issue, Funk and Drew delineate the aspects of mental health law that should be clearly articulated in the legislation (16).

**Key strategic interventions for mental health legislation**

Review legislation related to mental health in line with international human rights
covenants/instruments.

Establish a mechanism to independently monitor the implementation of updated legislation.

**Investing in mental health**

Mental health financing is not only about costs but should also be informed by the cross-cutting principles of the Comprehensive Mental Health Action Plan 2013–2020. It is important to provide equitable access to services and a system of financial contributions that is fair and avoids the risk of potential catastrophic financial consequences of health care for individuals and their families. To meet the goal of this action plan, it is essential that governments take responsibility for ensuring that a national budget adequate to meet the mental health needs is secured, and that appropriate and fair financing arrangements are put in place to use the available resources in a cost–effective and equitable way.

Alongside assessing resource needs and coverage targets, ministries need to prioritize adequate budgetary allocations to support the mental health policy/plans. These steps are linked to the 3 dimensions which are considered when moving towards universal health coverage (Figure 1). The adoption of community-based care and the integration of mental health into primary health care and other service delivery platforms will expand the population that is equitably covered. Evidence regarding mental health interventions that can be delivered more cost–effectively in the community than in a hospital-based service is provided by Chisholm in a paper elsewhere in this theme issue (18).
Key strategic interventions for investing in mental health

Include defined priority mental conditions in the basic health delivery package of the government and social/private insurance reimbursement schemes.

Increase and prioritize budgetary allocations for addressing the agreed upon service targets and priorities, including providing transitional/bridge funding.

Reorganizing mental health services: from institutional to community-based models of care

The main thrust of the global action plan is transformation of the provision of mental health care so that it becomes accessible to all and makes efficient use of the resources available to provide effective mental health care in a way that is equitable while fully respecting the human rights of people with mental disorders and their carers. At the heart of mental health care is the health and social care service along with the promotion of mental health and well-being and the prevention of mental disorders. Together these form the interface of mental health care with individuals, families and communities. These complementary approaches are the means towards achieving the goal of the Comprehensive Mental Health Action Plan 2013–2020 “to promote mental well-being, prevent mental disorders, provide care, enhance recovery, promote human rights and reduce the mortality, morbidity and disability for persons with mental disorders”.

The WHO has proposed the service organization pyramid for an optimal mix of services for mental health (Figure 2). This model incorporates the recovery paradigm that people with mental disorders are central to their own recovery and they can manage their mental health problems themselves, supported by family, friends and community institutions. At successively higher levels of the pyramid the mental health needs of the individual require more-intensive professional assistance with correspondingly higher costs of care.
There is a strong consensus, supported by evidence reviewed by Saraceno et al., that a balanced approach to secondary mental health services incorporating both community and hospital services offers the best model for a modern mental health service (20). The components of this balanced approach are detailed here.

Integration of mental health into primary care and other priority healthcare programmes, such as Making Pregnancy Safer, the Expanded Programme on Immunization, and integrated child care programmes: This wholly accords with the aims of the WHO Mental Health Gap Action Programme (mhGAP) to scale up care for mental, neurological and substance misuse disorders by delivering pharmacological and psychosocial interventions in non-specialized health care settings.

Scaling up community-based mental health services such as multidisciplinary community outreach teams for defined catchment populations, provision of supported residential facilities within community settings, supported employment, and family support: Community-based care offers a cost–effective alternative that can support recovery and self-care, and patients report greater satisfaction. Many countries have developed successful pilot sites of community services, but few have scaled them up to cover the whole population to provide equitable access for all.

Establishing mental health services in general hospitals for outpatient and acute inpatient care: Compared with the psychiatric hospital, this is more accessible to the majority of people, is less stigmatizing, and provides the ideal setting for coordinated treatment of comorbid physical and mental disorders.

Scaling down and refocusing psychiatric hospitals: Centralized, institutionalized care in psychiatric hospitals is expensive, inefficient and inaccessible. Psychiatric hospital-based care consumes a disproportionate amount of mental health expenditure, and many inpatients become long-stay patients and have poor clinical and social outcomes. Rehabilitation programmes are often inadequate, and psychiatric hospitals are associated with human rights violations. Current long-stay patients will need careful assessment and planned rehabilitation to help them regain the skills to live outside the hospital supported by community mental health services. More-immediate action can, however, be taken to progressively reduce the number of long-stay beds in mental hospitals through restricting new admissions and providing community/general hospital-based alternatives to admission to the psychiatric long-stay beds.

Human resources to deliver integrated community-based care: Evidence on the development, deployment and retention of human resources for mental health services has been reviewed by Ivbijaro et al. (21). By engaging primary and general health care staff in mental health care, the coverage, availability, accessibility and acceptability of such care can be greatly expanded. Most of the recurrent mental health budget is spent on salaries. It is therefore crucial to recruit, develop and retain a multidisciplinary workforce with the mix of skills, involving task-sharing/shifting, training and supervision, to deliver community-based care. Where most mental health staff are based in psychiatric hospitals there will be a need for some to reorient and retrain to work in the community. There is a risk that those who remain in the hospital will become demoralized and one way to address this is through enhancing the expertise of the psychiatric hospital staff and transforming the hospitals into tertiary referral centres of excellence for specialized inpatient care or for patients with care needs that cannot be fully met by the mental health units based in general hospitals.

The optimal balance of mental health services for each country varies according to population needs and available resources: areas with low levels of resources may need to focus on improving mental health care in primary health care with specialist back-up, while countries with more available resources can supplement primary health care with more-direct care from specialist mental health services in the community and in hospital.

**Key strategic interventions for reorganizing mental health services**

- Establish mental health services in general hospitals for outpatient and short-stay inpatient care.

- Integrate delivery of evidence-based interventions for priority mental conditions in primary health care, supported by referral systems.

- Integrate delivery of interventions for mental health conditions into priority health programmes.

- Enable people with mental health conditions and their families through self-help and community-based interventions.
Downsize the existing long-stay mental hospitals and ensure protection of the rights of people with mental health conditions.

**Promotion and primary prevention: priorities for implementation**

Mental health promotion and prevention interventions can improve the mental health of the population by reducing risk factors and addressing social determinants for mental disorders, enhancing protective factors for good mental and physical health, and contributing to lasting positive effects on a range of social and economic outcomes. Selected promotion and prevention programmes for reducing the increasing burden of mental disorders and improving the overall health and well-being of the population should be integrated into national health and development strategies.

Barry et al. review the extensive global evidence demonstrating that preventive interventions are cost–effective, feasible and affordable (22). This evidence has been used to identify the following “best buys” for the Eastern Mediterranean Region.

**Infant and maternal health and combined nutritional and parenting skills:** Integrating mental health promotion and prevention into routine prenatal and postnatal care services improves child development and parenting skills, reduces behavioural problems and improves maternal health and social functioning. This generates economic savings for government and benefits to society. Benefits are especially evident for the most vulnerable families, including those living in poverty or war-torn areas, babies who are undernourished and mothers with depression.

**Life skills for schoolchildren:** Social and emotional learning interventions in schools produce sustained benefits in children’s social and emotional functioning and their academic performance. Furthermore, they are cost-saving in terms of their positive impact on crime and health outcomes. Targeted interventions for children at higher risk (for example children living in a complex emergency) enhance coping skills, resilience and cognitive skills and are effective in preventing anxiety and depression.

**Suicide prevention:** There is growing evidence that interventions such as responsible media reporting; restricting access to means; training of health personnel for early recognition and management of priority mental, neurological, and substance use disorders; and school-based skills training and social support for at-risk students are effective in high-income countries. However, further evaluation and modification is needed in the context of the countries of the Eastern Mediterranean Region. Preliminary measures towards suicide prevention that should be
established in all countries of the Region include setting up systems to capture information
about the rates of suicides/suicide attempts, methods employed and demographic
characteristics along with the decriminalization of suicide.

Promotion of mental health literacy: The evidence for the effectiveness of mental health literacy
programmes such as mass media promotion, dedicated websites, school education
programmes and mental health first aid training is mainly from high-income countries.
Therefore, the decision to implement these interventions has to be taken based on the
individual context of each country. Internet interventions have been shown to be at least as
effective as face-to-face interventions at reducing stigma, and it could be relatively inexpensive
to adapt existing websites for Eastern Mediterranean Region countries.

**Key strategic interventions for the promotion of mental health and primary prevention
of mental disorders**

Integrate recognition and management of maternal depression and parenting skills training into
maternal and child health programmes.

Integrate life skills education, using a whole school approach.

Reduce access to means of suicide.

Employ evidence-based methods to improve mental health literacy and reduce stigma.

**Mental health and psychosocial support in humanitarian emergencies**

Complex emergency situations pose particular challenges, causing mental health problems that
can go on to become persistent and disabling. The disruption of an emergency can also
undermine the organization and provision of necessary care for people with an established
mental disorder who are being treated in hospital or the community. A disproportionately high
number of countries in the Region have had, or are continuing to deal with, complex
emergencies. Van Ommeren et al. review the evidence for 4 strategic interventions aimed at
helping countries prepare for and minimize the damaging effects of complex emergencies on
mental health (23).

**Key strategic interventions for humanitarian emergencies**
Embed mental health and psychosocial support in national emergency preparedness and ensure the strengthening of mental health systems as part of recovery.

Train emergency responders to provide psychological first aid.

Strengthen the capacity of health professionals in the recognition and management of priority mental conditions during emergencies.

Implement evidence-informed interventions for psychosocial assistance to vulnerable groups.

**Mental health surveillance and information systems**

The core foundation of planning and development is evidence; this includes both evidence about the local needs and services and research evidence about innovations. Gater, Chisholm and Dowrick describe how information about local needs and service delivery is crucial to monitoring and planning improvements in service provision (24). The paucity of reliable information in many countries in the Region has impaired the ability of planners to develop services that are responsive and meet the needs of the population. The goal of the Comprehensive Mental Health Action Plan 2013–2020 requires relevant, high quality, mental health and service indicators to be collected and reported (Figure 3). Some of these indicators will be incorporated into routine national data collection and others may need to be supplemented by periodic surveys. The WHO is developing the use of recent advances in information technology to explore how the internet and data warehousing techniques can be best harnessed to support data collection, intersectoral collaboration and data sharing and dissemination.
Integrate the core indicators within the national health information systems; a proposed list of core mental health indicators is included in the Eastern Mediterranean regional framework for implementation of the comprehensive mental health action plan (25).

Routinely record and report suicides at national level.

**Mental health research: priorities and use to inform policies & services**
The second key source of evidence is mental health research, which has been reviewed by Regan et al. (26). Mental health research is critical to guiding rational policy development, strategic programme planning and the reorganization of mental health services. Prioritizing mental health research, particularly implementation research, can generate enormous returns in terms of reducing disability and preventing premature death. To an extent, the findings from mental health research can be generalized and applied in different countries but this does not necessarily take account of the culture, services, economics and other circumstances in countries of the Eastern Mediterranean Region. It is therefore important that countries identify their own research priorities, mobilize resources and enhance their human and infrastructural research capacity so that they have relevant research findings to guide the development of policies and service delivery models.

**Key strategic interventions for mental health research**

Enhance the national capacity to undertake prioritized research.

Engage stakeholders in research planning, implementation and dissemination.

**Comprehensive systems approach of the Regional framework for implementing the Mental Health Action Plan 2013–2020**

A comprehensive systems approach is the means by which sustainable change can be achieved. The mental health and social care services and the promotion of mental health and well-being and prevention of mental disorders are at the centre of mental health care delivery, but they can only perform their role successfully if properly supported by all the other components (Figure 4). They are directly influenced by resources and information (middle ring in Figure 4). They need to be manned by a workforce that is appropriately skilled and structured for the task. They need to be adequately financed, and during a period of change they require transitional funding so that the old and new services can be balanced and run in parallel while the new services are established. They need information and research to monitor how successfully they meet their objectives and to inform further planning, development and innovation. The mental health service needs essential medicines to be continuously available both in hospital and community settings. Mental health care delivery operates within the overarching framework set in the national policy and plan, and within the legal framework of mental health laws (outer ring in Figure 4). All these component parts must be actively involved in meeting the mental health challenge and orchestrated so that they work harmoniously together. For example, resources must be made available at the right time in the process of service development, research must be relevant to inform future planning and development, and legislation must support the developing model of community care.
The key strategic interventions identified have been brought together in the Eastern Mediterranean regional framework for implementation of the Comprehensive Mental Health Action Plan 2013–2020 (25). In the framework, the implementation of the strategic interventions is supported by a set of WHO tools and proposed indicators that will be used biennially until 2020 to monitor progress towards the targets of the Action Plan.